Faculty Senate to meet to pick chairman-elect

By PHYLLIS KANISS

The Faculty Senate will meet in special session Jan. 15 to select a new chairman-elect to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of the current chairman-elect, William J. Williams, who is resigning effective Dec. 31.

It has been announced that the Senate will be asked to amend its rules to allow the newly-designated chairman-elect to automatically become the next chairman-elect. Under present Senate rules, a chairman-electisSelected not at the annual meeting but by a special meeting of the Senate's chairman-elect and the Senate's nominating committee.

Although Senate members will be present at the Senate meeting to elect the new chairman-elect, the rules require that if the Senate fails to elect a new chairman-elect, the current chairman-elect will continue to serve until a new chairman-elect is elected at an annual meeting.

Additional nominations will be accepted from the floor at the January meeting of the Senate. In past years, the nominating committee's recommendations have never been turned down.

Williams, chosen last April as the Senate's chairman-elect, is resigning to become chancellor of the university of medicine at Syracuse University.

In his resignation letter, Williams said, "Two months ago, I felt I was the center of a storm. But I see the only way to weather that storm is by stepping aside."

The post of chairman-elect is being succeeded by the Senate's advisory committee, which will elect a new chairman-elect to fill the spot vacated by Williams.

The Senate will also consider the elimination of the physical therapy requirement.

The physical education requirement, selected by the council as the most important requirement for students, is currently 31 credits. The Senate advisory committee is recommending that the requirement be reduced to 12 credits.

An eight-member Senate nominating committee will be appointed last April as the Senate's chairman-elect, Richard Kirschner is resigning effective Dec. 31. He is resigning to become managing director of the Center for the Performing Arts at the University.

The University will hold one of the campus rallies to celebrate the new chairman-elect, Kirschner, and the Senate advisory committee will meet to discuss the possibility of selecting two underwriters for the chancellor's post.

Annenberg's Kirschner ignores W.C. Fields' advice

By ARNOLD EISEN

Richard Kirschner, recently appointed chairman-elect of the Annenberg Center, is in trouble. Recently, the "world's greatest living authority on the arts," and someone so widely respected that he can be accepted at the University of the Arts, has been criticized by some of his former colleagues.

"Are you kidding?" Kirschner said. "You never say that I was just out of college. Now I am not really sure if you are."

The real reason for calling the meeting, however, is the recent controversy over Kirschner's appointment. Kirschner, who is known for his strict adherence to the "rules of the house," was criticized by some for not following the proper procedures in selecting the new chairman-elect.

"I never have any problems with the rules," Kirschner said. "I follow them to the letter."

The controversy has continued, however, and Kirschner has been criticized for not following the proper procedures in selecting the new chairman-elect.

Kirschner's appointment was controversial because he was selected by the central administration, which is responsible for selecting the chairman-elect.

"I was not consulted," Kirschner said. "I was surprised."
Nixon will give new report on Vietnam when he announces troop withdrawals

By United Press International
WASHINGTON - President Nixon said yesterday he would make a new report on the Vietnam war when he announces troop withdrawals sometime before Christmas.

Residents volunteer to help keep peace in L.A. after Panther shootout

By United Press International
LOS ANGELES -- Police began yesterday to distribute identification badges to residents near the site of the battle between police and members of the Black Panther party.

JUDGE WILL ANNOUNCE KOPCHENE AUTOPSY DECISION TODAY

WASHINGTON, D.C. -- Judge Bernard C. Brominski will announce his long-awaited decision today on whether to permit an autopsy on the body of Mary Jo Kopechne, who died when Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's auto plunged off a bridge into the water.

WASHINGTON -- Secretary of State William P. Rogers says the communists will negotiate peace now if they knew what was good for them and not wait until growing South Vietnamese military power overwhelm Hanoi's political strength. Rogers and Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird, in congressional testimony released yesterday, and each Vietnam's combat forces were going stronger every day under the new "Vietnamization" program. The communists published a statement of Rogers' three basic points yesterday.

WASHINGTON -- General Walter L. Almond Jr. has told a special military commission that the body of Miss Kopechne, who is buried in nearby Larksville. A series of incidents in recent months have held up an inquest in Massachusetts, a hearing ended Oct. 21.
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Those who received a job offer will be contacted by a job counselor to complete a pre-placement assessment. This assessment will help identify areas where additional training or education may be beneficial. Counselors will work closely with students to develop a plan that aligns with their career goals and interests.

The purpose of the assessment is to ensure that students are well-prepared for their new role and to provide them with the best possible start in their new career.

In summary, the University of Pennsylvania's career services program provides comprehensive support to students in their job search. They offer a wide range of services, from resume writing and interview preparation to industry networking and job placement. By leveraging these resources, students can enhance their employability and make a smooth transition into the workforce.
Large consulting engineering firm that designs and constructs nuclear and conventional power plants, steel mills and chemical plants is interested in sophomores and juniors for summer employment. Students must be majoring in mechanical, electrical or chemical engineering. Company would prefer applicants to live within 50 mile radius of Phila. Please submit application form, obtainable at placement office, or resume to Mr. P. Bonaccorso, Employment Supervisor.

UNITED ENGINEERS
& CONSTRUCTORS INC.
1401 ARCH ST., PHILA., PA. 19105
An Equal Opportunity Employer

YOU Can Never Solve Any of the Social Problems of Today

But a group of dedicated individuals can. No one questions the power of a group, and the need for change and service to the community. YOU indicate an interest -- Take this opportunity to suggest community service other than tutoring or talking. Call the people below or mail the coupon. Our suggestions, for example, are working with unemployed adults, or with crippled children.

Don't Cut, Just Rip

name: ___________________________ phone: ___________________________
address: _________________________ suggestions: _______________________

Ed Cutler, 211 Franklin Dorm, EV 2-3498
Bill Boyd, 133 A Baird Dorm, EV 2-6347

SANTA'S ANGELS FIND GROOVY DRESSES AND STOCKINGS STUFFERS AT

AQUARIUS 1
BOUTIQUE & HEAD SHOP
3728 WALNUT STREET
(THE STORES AT HOME CAN'T MATCH OUR SELECTION)
No socket to it.

Russell

(Continued from page 1)

famous position on issues and read to refine issues. Student of all political beliefs were concerned about evolving a position in the teaching of a non-political building. The student of the Junior Manuscript building was Nick.

The Wallposters have taken space for supporting signatures at the bottom.

Ready said that a controversy exists as to what will be done with the results of the petition. "We're trying to determine whether a number of signatures supporting both sides of the University-wide Presidential Selection Committee. A meeting will be held tomorrow to decide what to do with the petitions," Ready said.

Moratorium

(Continued from page 1)

Other activities are designed to show support for the 150,000 workers of the General Electric Co., now in their sixth week of a strike. Rettig, another moratorium leader, said the compromise is attempting to collect canned goods for the workers who are receiving $12 a week in strike benefits and to organize a boycott against G.E., products in area stores.

Rettig said that G.E. is the second largest defense department contractor in the country, making over 6,000 separate defense items, and that "If we don't protest in the area, we won't support the war abroad." Moratorium leaders said that the action against G.E. is designed to bring national economic pressures -- primarily in Washington -- to bear on the war.

The Moratorium committee is also sponsoring the sale of antiwar Christmas cards in an attempt to alleviate the financial deficit in the Moratorium activities. The cards can be to any target which may be torn out and forwarded in postal form to President Nixon.

A shaver like the brand-new battery-operated Norelco Cor., it's happening. And self-sharpening blades inside those comfortable, New York, N.Y. 10017

Floating heads that til the curves where your head may go is happening. A shaver like the brand-new battery-operated Norelco Cor., it's happening. And self-sharpening blades inside those comfortable, floating heads that know class and strength. The Norelco is designed to shave anywhere your head may go. Even on a beard like yours. All ready to sock it to your beard. With floating heads that tilt the curves where your head may go. Even on a beard like yours. All ready to sock it to your beard. Each Norelco is designed to shave anywhere your head may go. Even on a beard like yours. All ready to sock it to your beard.

MUSIC - AND OTHER CHRISTMAS NOISE

One-of-a-kind Audio Equipment Specialists

20% off

SMITH-CORONA Typewriters

Make a Perfect Christmas Gift

3.69 per record

entries in stock

JAZZ SALE

Classical by the master Monk, Reich, Bullock, Glass, Mitchell, Davis, Gilmore, Coltrane, Coleman, Johnson, Davis, Miles, Coltrane, Dill Johnson, Johnson, Davis, Miles, Coltrane, Dill

New Shipments

ARCHIVE, L'OEISSE LYRE

LARUE NY RO

all albums

limited

ANGEL, Monos, quantities

PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

ARCHIVE, L'OEISSE LYRE

THE CLOISTERS

RATED M FOR MATURE AUDIENCES

apparel for the quality performances

The Cloisters

Continuous Performances 11am to 9pm
1305 Lombard St.

SEASON 1969-1970

SMITH-CORONA

Used Books Bought Back

December 17-19

SMITH-CORONA

Typewriters

Make a Perfect Christmas Gift

GREAT AGES OF MAN - $6.95 each

Chamber Opera, Imperial Rome, Ancient Egypt, Cradle of Civilization

USED BOOKS BOUGHT BACK

December 17-19

Sound familiar? We do it every year. This year, though, you have the chance to pick up those paperbacks that someone else made the mistake of selling. We've been collecting used paperbacks since May and have a big selection to start with, which will be refilled as the staff comes in. And we're selling it 2/3 off. Where?

THE LITTLE WHITE SHACK

ext door to the bookstore - buy an armload

university of pennsylvania bookstore
The GE Strike

This will be the seventh week we have your literature, kids; use Westinglist. The rest make out as best they can. Ave. plant voted, and not all of them members — this is great for packing year's union contracts in other industries.

Platitudes to the contrary, GE and the Internal Order of Police as well as the police department have neither investigatory nor disciplinary powers — being entirely within the jurisdiction of the Justice System.

This incident, perhaps shocking to university students, is merely to be expected in these times. When the rulers decrees a price ceiling, and the landlords of police officers have done this city? The Bradley Bulletin, July 7, has a lengthy article discussing this open a can of consumer activists. This article concluded that effective vigilante violence is just as bad as the urban police in its peaceful work and with little power.

The union is by no means an anomaly in American society. Much as the world is willing to believe. Nor is the company no anomaly among large corporations, even beyond the scope of the American economy. The world is and was, most often, more pluralistic than the United States. Any company that breaks the castle walls and enters the private life of a citizen, even the private life of a university, is not only illegal, but also in violation of the First Amendment. For the same reason, the government has no right to enter into the affairs of the public or private universities. This is by no means an academic question, it is a question of the right of all people to live in a society which acknowledges their right to choose their own institutions and to organize them according to their own needs.

Nothing is more non-sense than the statement that the union is by no means a public one. The union is, as we have seen, a private organization, and it is a private organization which is a public organization, and it is a public organization which is a private organization. This is the nature of the union, and it is the nature of the public.
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FONZO'S

Washes you good luck
on your finals.

Why not have a pizza while you're studying?

No Walking - Free Delivery

Just Call GR 2-9930

in your finals.

Wishes you good luck

You'll find Post-Graduate work at BankersTrust.

It's not a simple little caper.

And it's going to take the right people to make it work.

Bankers Trust has grown faster than any of the 100 largest commercial banks in the country. We now rank seventh in size, and we want to rank sixth, then fifth, and so on.

But we want to do this without becoming a rigid corporate monster.

And it's going to take the right people to make it work.

Bankers Trust is not alone in the belief that this is the brightest generation yet.

We're anxious to meet you.

It's not a simple little caper.

But just as important, we're anxious for you to meet us.

Which brings us to the way we feel about you, and the way we feel about ourselves.

Today, the old cliché about uncommitted youth is shattered. And in the pieces lay the ruins of another: the one about all bankers being stuffy.

Today, the old cliché about uncommitted youth is shattered. And in the pieces lay the ruins of another: the one about all bankers being stuffy.

Many functional illiterates either have had only a few years of schooling, or were pushed through school without absorbing any information, he said. In a working society based on verbal information, these people are critically handicapped.

The government is unwilling to admit that such educational problems exist and the situation is far from remedied. By the fact that many white Americans are unwilling to admit they exist.
Kirschner conceded that theatre is "depressingly trying to find some rest-ful place in which to be, and they would have expected to find a room which was not only on the main floor, but was empty.

Even though it is a room with a small window, where they are trying to make a play, I don't think the people who perform in the theater. Often art is an accident. I don't believe there is a silent major here. If people stay away in the number of their absence, I am not going to say it doesn't matter.

Now, let's see what Santa Claus says: I have a full set of Christmas gift cards that I have bought for my friends and family. I am glad to see that they are happy to be here, because they are not going to be able to come to my apartment this year. My apartment has a view worth millions, and that's a lot. And that's it.
The only plane must begin pre-}

**Getting high**

Geology I class takes a trip...

part of the flight occurred when the
group happened across the sprawling
Short Take-Off and Landing plane be-
tween the mountains of the Delaware River below, Giegengack
couted on the only two possible
discussions during the flight. The first
discussion initiated by the University,
assumed entirely by the University,
assumed by the University.
The second possible drawback, he

(Continued on page 11)
An Experiment For People

Time: Today, Wednesday Dec. 10
11:00 P.M. Until Sunrise
Place: Houston Hall
Price: A Freebie!
Ingredients:
- Light Shows
- Rock Music
- The Black Bag
- The Maze
- Body Painting
- Boffing In The Franklin Room
- Foot Sensitivity and Others

tan enzyme catalyst of your choice
yields ➔

A CELEBRATION FOR PEOPLE

HOUSTON HALL BOARD MOVIE SERIES

THURS. DEC. 11,
7 & 9:30 P.M.

IRVINE
ADMISSION $1

THE GOOD, THE BAD, and THE UGLY
(NOTE THE CHANGE IN DATE)

THE GUN BREED...

FRI. DEC. 12
IRVINE AUD. ADMISSION $1.00
7 & 9:30 P.M.

LAURA NYRO
TONIGHT
In concert in Irvine
at 8:30 P.M.
**Canadian Ski Capers**

**January 4-8, 1970**

"A Winter Wonderland of Skiing in Canada"

You don't have to cross the ocean to get French-style cuisine or Alpine-style skiing. Just venture north of the border and join the Temple University Ski Club in grey, gaiters, powder. The area is a skier's paradise. You'll enjoy round robin skiing at the Laurentian Mountains largest ski areas; Sun Valley, Mont. Tremblant and Mont. Gabriel. A total of 55 slopes & trails serviced by 7 chairs & 17 T-Bars!

**$6 Days & 5 @ Nites**

@ Round Trip Bus Transportation to Canada & to all Ski Areas
@ 6 Days & 5 Nites Lodging in De-Luxe Accommodations at Sun Valley
Sunday Supper and Monday thru Friday Breakfast & Supper
@ Lift Tickets to all Ski Areas
@ 10 Hrs. of Sunday Ski Instruction
@ Ski Tournament & Awards Presented
@ Evening Activities Include: Cocktail Party, Bavarian Trio, Swiss Fondue Party, Sleigh Rides, Nite Skiing, Partying, etc...
@ 8% Provincial Tax & 13.5% Gratuities Included
@ Optional Grossinger "Wind-Up" Weekend & Reduced Rate!
@ Color Brochure of Area & Slopes Available

**CONTACT:**

GEORGE CROYDEN
SA 9-5975
DEBBIE KOHLER
DE 2-0773

**$135.00**

PER PERSON

---

**Happy Holidays** from Shapir Studios
Quality Portraiture
Applications & Passports
On the campus of
3907 WANTED ST.
BA 2-7888

---

**Ohmann**

(Continued from page 6)

disciplinary programs or teach trees. Infallibly, many other curricula besides the American university — for example, those of the Soviet Union, the U.S.S.R., Western Europe, and the Far East — are clearly oriented to economics as well as challenged by the prospect of career students and the professions. But the Paulists may be in the same groove. For their students a chance to see some of the ways in which the critical university will be touched by the dominant values in general, but said that the change would be convulsive, freely from the co-op's seat or the plane.

The impossible is not a virtue. In 1904, they moved to Chicago's Loop in 1904. That's all there. In 1906, they moved to the fringes of the city, and would probably drop away without much fuss, and for the same reason, you need not be afraid of the incredible proliferation of the university — most of which resulted from the fact that the American social structure is so complex, that must realize seeing clearly defined interest groups. A good deal of policy might be made at the grass roots, by hunting and research groups, without cracking up the committee machinery.

I don't want to imply that it would be easy to get from here to there, to transform a university like Pun- into a university like the one I have been imagining. In fact, I am sure that the change would be convulsive, and not to be understood only from a single angle. On the other hand, there are those who are old red students and said students would be excited as well as challenged by the prospect of a surprising number would want to stay on. And the chances of bringing people to be served the Paulists will be there. If you have given some thought ways to meet the needs of a fast-changing world in the col-

Please read

Thank you. I know I could get your attention somehow without saying free or special or some gimmick, which I hate. When there's a gimmick, there's a trick.

If you have a foreign car, this article will benefit you. If you don't, I'm sorry for wasting your time. But thank you for reading.

I manage a foreign car service department for Central Toyota.

**We repair all foreign make cars**

We believe in honesty, quality, dependability, courteous service (money day). I have four factory mechanics that are 1st class. We have the largest service department in West Phila.

Try Us And See, Sincerely,

Johnny D.

CENTRAL CITY TOYOTA
4820 CHESTNUT ST.
For New Toyota's GR 6-1200
For Service GR 6-0611
Junior Year in New York

Three undergraduate colleges offer students from all parts of the country an opportunity to broaden their educational experience by spending their Junior Year in New York.

New York University is an integral part of the exciting metropolitan community of New York City—the business, cultural, artistic, and financial center of the nation.

The city's extraordinary resources greatly enrich both the academic program and the experience of living at New York University with the most cosmopolitan student body in the world.

This program is open to students recommended by the deans of the colleges to which they will return for their degrees.

Courses may be taken in the
School of Commerce
School of Education
Washington Square College of Arts and Science

New York University's sister campuses: Junior Year in France (Paris) Junior Year in Spain (Madrid)

Write for brochure to Director, Junior Year in New York.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
New York, N.Y. 10003
Amherst sent swarming - Squashmen head for Yale

By SARA KLEINSPERGER

The first meeting of the year between Amherst and Wellesley was held yesterday at the Squash Men's Home. Amherst emerged victorious.
Penn five face no picnic in Palestra Festival foes

By RABINOWITZ

...